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1. Summary

Once upon a time... irreversible covalent inhibitors were discovered by accident and actively 
avoided in drug development. In Chapter 1, a historic perspective on the development of 
irreversible covalent inhibitors illustrated how compounds with potential covalent binding 
modes were excluded from industrial drug development programs despite the prevalence of 
safe blockbuster drugs that were later found to have an irreversible covalent binding mode. 
The past two decades marked a resurgence of irreversible covalent drugs for protein targets 
that require prolonged inhibition for therapeutic effect, and led to the development of targeted 
covalent inhibitors (TCIs) that have a strategically placed electrophilic moiety. TCIs were 
instrumental in overcoming acquired resistance to noncovalent inhibitors (e.g. third-generation 
inhibitor osimertinib (Tagrisso, AZD9291) targeting EGFR mutants over wild-type), and 
some TCIs are first-in-class drugs tackling previously ‘undruggable’ oncogenes (e.g. sotorasib 
(Lumakras, AMG 510) and adagrasib (Krazati, MRTX849) targeting KRASG12C).1-2 Novel 
thiol-reactive warheads that balance chemical reactivity with superior target selectivity have 
an important role to further improve the safety profiles. Acetylenes are a privileged structural 
motif in drug discovery, and terminal alkynes have been extensively used as bioorthogonal 
Click handles in chemical biology tools – owing to their selective reactivity with azides in 
the copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) while displaying a low propensity 
of spontaneous engagement in covalent adducts with cellular components. Aside from the 
CuAAC reaction forming a triazole and the radical-mediated thiol–yne coupling (TYC) forming 
an anti-Markovnikov-type thiovinyl, covalent adduct formation with acetylenes requires 
promotion by metabolic activation, isomerization to a reactive allenic intermediate, metal 
catalysis, or chemical modification of the acetylene to generate a reactive electron-deficient 
alkyne. In 2013, the Ovaa 3 and Mootz 4 groups independently discovered that Ub(l)-Prg  
– intended as building blocks for protease-resistant nonhydrolyzable substrates – can form a 
covalent Markovnikov-type thiovinyl adduct with catalytic cysteine residues of Ub(l) proteases. 
This serendipitous discovery challenged the paradigm that nonactivated alkynes are ‘inert’ 
towards cellular components under physiological conditions but covalent adducts were only 
detected if the propargylated peptide had a relatively large recognition element (>1.8 kDa) 
and substituents on the propargylamide mitigated adduct formation with UCHL3. In this 
dissertation, we explored the scope and versatility of the newly-discovered in situ thiol–alkyne 
reaction: from nonactivated alkyne warheads in irreversible covalent small molecule drugs to 
substituted propargyl analogues in chemical tools.

Part 1: Theoretical Framework for the Evaluation of Covalent Inhibitors

There are many indirect methods to deduce a covalent binding mode from (time-dependent) 
disappearance of intact drug and/or unbound protein, but experimental detection of the 
covalent protein–drug adduct ultimately provides conclusive evidence on the covalent binding 
mode. In Chapter 2, we reviewed experimental technologies that can strictly distinguish 
a noncovalent protein–drug complex from a covalent protein–drug adduct, illustrated by 
examples from (recent) covalent drug development.2 The experimental validation of covalent 
adduct formation is based on a detectable change that only occurs upon adduct formation: 
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an increased mass in the adduct (MS), continuous electron-density between protein and 
drug (protein crystallography), a change in intrinsic spectroscopic properties, chemical shift 
perturbation in covalently-bound inhibitor (NMR), fluorescence detection of proteins modified 
with inhibitor-derived ABPs (gel-based/homogeneous ABPP), or enrichment of ABP-modified 
proteins (chemoproteomic ABPP). Each technology has pros and cons: from compatibility 
with a reversible covalent binding mode or quantification of covalent occupancy, to mandatory 
chemical synthesis of labeled drug or incompatibility with complex mixtures. Aside from 
compatibility, another important factor is the informativeness of the technique: ranging from 
simple biophysical detection of the covalent adduct to detailed information on the modified 
amino acid residue, bond layout, and binding mode reversibility. Various MS techniques, 
protein crystallography, gel-based ABPP, and chemoproteomic ABPP platforms have been used 
to detect covalent protein–alkyne adducts in Chapter 4-6. 

In Chapter 3, we expanded on the notion that evaluation of covalent binders uses different 
kinetic parameters to rank inhibitor potency (e.g. kinact/KI for irreversible covalent inhibitors), 
focusing on the connection between experimental assay conditions and algebraic models to 
obtain those kinetic parameters.5 Most covalent inhibitors have a two-step binding mode – 
exerting their inhibitory effect through initial protein association forming a noncovalent 
complex, followed by covalent adduct formation that may or may not be reversible. Enzymatic 
assays to evaluate covalent inhibition capitalize on the time-dependence of covalent inhibition: 
a covalent adduct is not formed instantly (on a kinetic assay timescale) and inhibition improves 
with longer (pre)incubation times. The kinetic time-dependent enzyme activity can be fitted to 
algebraic models to extract relevant kinetic parameters. However, embedded in these algebraic 
equations are assumptions on experimental assay conditions – often implied but rarely 
explicitly mentioned – and is not always clear what the consequences are if those assumptions 
are violated. To understand kinetics and the impact of assay conditions, we composed kinetic 
simulation scripts that translate the mathematical equations into data read-out under relevant 
experimental assay conditions, which led to the identification of the general assumptions on 
experimental assay conditions. These simulations were then used to compose a comprehensive 
guide for evaluation of covalent inhibitors in enzymatic assays: four stepwise experimental 
protocols with accompanying data analysis protocols tailored to the covalent inhibitor binding 
mode.5 A remaining challenge in the covalent drug development is the direct comparison of 
potency for reversible and irreversible inhibitors, as there is no shared/universal constant 
among these compound classes that facilitates hit prioritization. This may have complicated 
preclinical development, but other properties – such as metabolic stability, selectivity, ADME 
properties, hapten formation – are still deciding factors in the selection of suitable clinical 
candidates.

Part 2: Nonactivated Alkynes in Small Molecule Inhibitors

In Chapter 4, we showed that a small recognition element (<600 Da) is compatible with the 
in situ thiol–alkyne reaction. Alkyne analogues of odanacatib (ODN, MK-0822) – a reversible 
covalent inhibitor of the main cysteine protease in bone resorption cathepsin K (CatK) – 
were obtained by replacing the nitrile warhead with an isoelectric alkyne moiety (Figure 1).6  
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Initially, in vitro activity assays showed that propargyl derivative EM04 had a >500-fold higher 
IC50 for hCatK inhibition than parent inhibitor ODN, comparable to the loss of potency in CatS 
inhibitor Leupeptin-Prg observed by Ekkebus et al.3 However, further biochemical evaluation 
showed that nonactivated alkyne analogues have an irreversible covalent binding mode with 
hCatK, without undesired modification of nontargeted nucleophiles (e.g. GSH, Cys). Protein 
crystallography of the covalent adduct with desfluoro derivative EM07 (PDB: 6QBS) confirmed 
formation of a Markovnikov-type thiovinyl bond between the EM07 alkyne and the catalytic 
Cys25 of hCatK. The nonactivated alkyne derivatives have a surprisingly slow rate of covalent 
CatK–alkyne adduct formation, which may explain the apparent loss of potency in standard 
activity assays despite their irreversible binding mode: kinact = 0.00019 s−1 and KI

app = 211 nM 
for EM04. Indeed, the potency towards recombinant hCatK did not directly translate to 
inhibition of bone resorption activity in human osteoclast cultures: ODN was only 5-fold more 
potent than EM04. Interestingly, Western blotting for hCatK and visualization of active CatK 
with competitive irreversible qABP BMV109 showed that the level of mature CatK increased 
in inhibitor-treated osteoclasts, and BMV109 was able to outcompete the reversible binding 
of ODN. This may provide an explanation to the observed rebound effect in CatK activity in 

Figure 1  |  The nonactivated alkyne warhead is compatible with covalent small molecule inhibition. Covalent 
alkyne derivatives of CatK inhibitor ODN (Chapter 4) and noncovalent alkyne derivatives of EGFR/HER2 inhibitor 
neratinib (Chapter 5). a Binding mode appears irreversible in cellular autophosphorylation assays but could 
not be confirmed in biochemical assays. b Detection of covalent protein–inhibitor adduct by intact protein 
MS. c Detection of covalent protein–inhibitor adduct by intact protein MS, bottom-up MS/MS, and protein 
crystallography. NA = not available. 
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mice/patients treated with ODN (discussed in more detail in section 2.1). Together, this work 
functions as a proof-of-concept that demonstrates how the nonactivated alkyne optimally 
balances on-target reactivity with excellent target selectivity, and can act as a latent electrophile 
in irreversible covalent small molecule inhibitors targeting a catalytic cysteine residue.

Having established that nonactivated alkynes can covalently target the catalytic cysteine 
residue of CatK, we investigated the possibility to target noncatalytic cysteines in Chapter 5. 
To this end, the acrylamide warhead in approved covalent kinase inhibitor neratinib (Nerlynx, 
HKI-272) targeting noncatalytic Cys797 at the ATP-binding site of EGFR was replaced by 
propargylamine in 8RK57 or 1-amino-3-butyne in 8RK58 (Figure 1). A covalent adduct was 
not detected with GSH but also not with recombinant EGFR kinase domain. Preliminary 
cellular assays were indicative of an irreversible mode of action but kinase activity assays 
on recombinant EGFR kinase domain did not support this binding mode. It is unlikely that 
alkyne analogues 8RK57 and 8RK58 have a covalent binding mode, which may be attributed 
to inhibitor design (incorrect orientation of the alkyne relative to the cysteine thiol mitigating 
covalent adduct formation) or incompatibility of the thiol–alkyne reaction with noncatalytic 
cysteines (discussed in more detail in section 2.4). Altogether, covalent EGFR–alkyne adduct 
was not detected, but this does not definitively proof that the alkyne is incompatible with 
noncatalytic cysteine thiols. Alkyne derivatives of other kinase inhibitors may be required to 
further investigate the potential of the nonactivated alkyne warhead.

Part 3: Substituted Alkynes as Warheads in Ub-ABPs Targeting CysDUBs

Ekkebus et al. 3 found that Ub-ABPs with methylated internal alkyne Ub-2 and gem-dimethylated 
propargylamide Ub-5 did not form a covalent adduct with the recombinant purified CysDUB 
UCHL3, which led to the assumption that adduct formation is restricted to unsubstituted 
propargylamide. In Chapter  6, we prepared a panel of propargylamine derivatives and 
incorporated them into fluorescent Rho-Ub-ABPs to investigate the role of various substituents.7 
Propargylamide analogues with substituents on the terminal or internal alkyne position were 
indeed unreactive toward recombinant UCHL3 but proceeded to form covalent adducts with 
other CysDUBs in whole cell lysates and recombinant protease. The acceptable position and 
bulkiness of substituents on the propargylamide was specific for the protease: selectivity was 
not conserved among members of the same CysDUB family. UCHL3 – the recombinant CysDUB 
that was selected for initial discovery – had a more restricted selectivity profile while USP16 is 
among the most flexible CysDUBs. Introduction of (bulky and/or electron-donating) methyl 
groups onto the propargylamide warhead reduces the rate of adduct formation with USP16 
through steric as well as electronic effects. Mechanistically, adduct formation with Rho-Ub-5 
cannot proceed via an allenic intermediate (mechanism C in Figure 5C) – deprotonation of a 
gem-dimethylated propargylamide to form a reactive allenimide is not possible – but this may 
have been a USP16-specific exception to the general mechanism. The deuterated covalent adduct 
of recombinant USP16 and UCHL3 with deuterated propargylamide in Rho-Ub-[D2]-Prg 
confirmed that an alkyne rather than an allenic intermediate is the reactive species in the  
in situ thiol–alkyne reaction. Electron-deficient propargylamide ABP Rho-Ub-18 bearing a 
trifluoromethyl group on the terminal position showed reactivity with noncatalytic cysteines 
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and was therefore not suited to study the mechanism of the thiol–alkyne reaction: adduct 
formation with electron-deficient alkynes can progress through an alternative, nonenzymatic 
mechanism with internal stabilization of a carbanion. Together, this work showed that the scope 
of the thiol–alkyne reaction is broader than initially assumed, and revealed an important role 
for the cysteine protease in the compatibility with bulky and/or electron-donating substituents 
on the propargylamide warhead.

2. Nonactivated Alkynes in Drug Development and Chemical Tools

Since its discovery one decade ago, the covalent thiol–alkyne reaction has gained a lot of 
traction. In the next sections, we will discuss the future prospects of irreversible CatK inhibition 
(section 2.1), the implementation of nonactivated alkynes in covalent small molecule inhibitors 
(section 2.2), the role of (substituted) propargyl warheads in Ub(l)-ABPs (section 2.3), and give 
an overview of the possible mechanisms of the thiol–alkyne reaction (section 2.4).

2.1. Covalent Alkynes in Irreversible CatK Inhibitor Development

Odanacatib (ODN) was the fourth CatK inhibitor that failed in clinical phase II or III, after 
more than twelve years in clinical development, and pharmaceutical companies seem to have 
abandoned CatK inhibitors as osteoporosis treatment agents considering the long list of failed 
attempts.8-11 Osteoporosis a systemic skeletal condition that affects the elderly population: 
half of the (postmenopausal) women are likely to experience at least one osteoporotic fracture 
in their lifetime.12 The disease is characterized by an unbalance in bone formation and 
degradation, resulting in fragile and brittle bones that are susceptible to fractures induced by 
mild stress such as falling or coughing.13 Among the treatment options are bisphosphonates: 
anti-resorptive agents that have a direct apoptotic effect on osteoclasts but can also inhibit 
activity and proliferation of bone-forming osteoblasts. These agents suppress bone formation 
along with inhibition of bone degradation, and treatment benefits typically plateau after 
only three years.10 ODN was supposed to be Merck’s next big blockbuster drug for long-term 
osteoporosis treatment because of its once-weekly oral administration without concurrent 
bone formation suppression. Unfortunately, ODN development was discontinued in 2016 due 
to an increased risk of stroke, atrial fibrillation, cerebrovascular events and overall death.9, 14 
These adverse effects were unexpected as they are not common in pycnodysostosis 15 – a rare 
autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disorder associated with production of inactive CatK due 
to a CTSK gene mutation – and preclinical in vitro studies mostly indicate that CatK inhibition 
has a cardioprotective effect.8, 16-17 Although it is known that the effect of CTSK mutations or 
knock-down differs from (long-term) CatK inhibition, 18 it is surprising to observe the opposite 
effect.

2.1.1. Adverse Effects/Rebound Effect

The exact underlying mechanism to the adverse effects is unknown at this moment, but it is 
possible that these are on-target adverse effects related to CatK functions that are not related 
to bone resorption.16, 19 CatK inhibition causes structural ECM remodeling, and it has been 
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postulated that this increases the risk of atrial arrhythmia.14 Ischemic stroke is typically caused 
by blockage of an artery supplying blood to the brain. This blockage can be a blood clot consisting 
of an intact plaque or a ruptured plaque.20 Plaque stability decreases upon overexpression of 
CatK,21 or may be the result of the rebound effect resulting in high levels of active mature 
CatK. A rebound effect has been reported in vitro but also in patients: bone resorption 
activity and osteoclast numbers are elevated during and after ODN treatment.8, 22-23 In line 
these observations, we observed an elevated level of mature CatK in human osteoclasts upon 
treatment with CatK inhibitors (Chapter 4).6 We also found that irreversible qABP BMV109 
was able to outcompete ODN, resulting in regained CatK activity that exceeded the activity in 
vehicle-treated samples. Furthermore, treatment discontinuation studies (unpublished data) 
revealed increased bone resorption activity after discontinuation of ODN treatment (Figure 2). 
This rebound effect was not observed in samples treated with our irreversible CatK inhibitor 
EM04: catalytic activity of irreversibly inhibited mature CatK cannot be regained. Therefore, 
we believe that the adverse effects of ODN may be related to the rebound effect that is specific 
for reversible CatK inhibition, which can be avoided by irreversible CatK inhibitors.

To establish whether the adverse effects are resultant from a rebound effect associated with 
reversible CatK inhibition, further research is needed. This would include elucidation of the 
feedback mechanisms that drive osteoclast maturation and CatK expression, identification of 
proteases involved in mature CatK degradation, and evaluation how (ir)reversible inhibition 
affects CatK activity and expression levels in non-skeletal tissue. Finally, (expensive) long-term 
clinical trials are needed to validate whether irreversible CatK inhibition does indeed reduce 
rebound and possible on-target adverse effects. 

2.1.2. CatK Inhibitors for Treatment of Metastatic Bone Disease

Aberrant bone resorption is not only associated with osteoporosis but also with other (skeletal) 
conditions including Paget’s disease of bone,24 periodontal disease,25 rheumatoid arthritis,26 
osteoarthritis,27 periprosthetic osteolysis,28 osteolytic bone disease,29 metastatic bone 
disease,30 and giant cell tumor of the bone.31 In metastatic bone disease with an osteolytic 
phenotype, tumors originating from other tissues metastasize to the bone where they enhance 
differentiation and activation of osteoclasts, ultimately leading to degradation of the bone 
matrix.32-33 Treatment options are overlapping with treatment options for osteoporosis: 34 
osteoclast inhibitors suppress bone resorption, thereby reducing bone pain, decreasing the 
incidence of skeletal-related events, and preventing the formation of new osteolytic lesions.35-36 
The bisphosphonate antiresorptive agents target the osteoclasts recruited by the metastasized 
tumor, but do not inhibit CatK secreted by the tumor itself: giant cell tumors of the bone 
and (invasive subpopulations of) tumors that metastasized to the bone have been reported 
to (over)express hCatK.15, 31, 37-40 Selective CatK inhibition has been reported to reduce cancer 
cell invasiveness, thereby possibly preventing the formation of (bone) metastases.15, 37-38 The 
benefit:risk ratio for CatK inhibition is more likely to be positive for these patient populations as 
they are expected to have a shorter treatment period (and life expectancy) relative to long-term 
treatment of osteoporosis patients. Younger patients may also be less prone to some adverse 
effects – post-menopausal and osteoporotic women have an increased stroke risk 41-42 and have 
more unstable plaques.43
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Preclinical studies indicate that selective CatK inhibitors prevent establishment and 
progression of bone metastases of various solid cancers,44-47 and a phase II clinical study of ODN 
in breast cancer patients with established bone metastases confirmed target engagement.48 
Unfortunately, we were unable to investigate the in vivo efficacy of EM04, because murine 
CatK (mCatK) – despite sharing 88% homology with human (hCatK) – contains mutations 
at the enzyme active site that hinder formation of a covalent adduct with active site-directed 
inhibitors such as ODN.49 Established murine disease models to study bone metastases can use 
human tumor material, but the native osteoclasts still express mCatK, rendering them unsuited 
as model system.50 Rabbits (94% homology) and monkeys (identical to hCatK) are more 
suitable to study the effects of irreversible covalent CatK inhibition.8 However, a transgenic 
mouse model with a humanized CTSK expressing hCatK or mCatKY61D – that can be covalently 
modified by active site-directing inhibitors – would be desirable as they could be employed in 
established murine models of skeletal disease. To our knowledge, humanized murine models 
with CatK chimeras have not yet been developed.

2.2. Nonactivated Alkynes in Recent Covalent Drug Development

In Chapter  4, our irreversible covalent alkyne derivatives of CatK inhibitor odanacatib 
(ODN, MK-0822) demonstrated that the nonactivated propargyl warhead can act as a latent 
electrophile in covalent small molecule inhibitors (<600 Da) targeting a catalytic cysteine.6 
We also found that covalent CatK–alkyne adduct formation is relatively slow, which was an 

Figure 2  |  Preliminary data on CatK activity in human osteoclasts (OCs), upon discontinuation of inhibitor 
treatment. (A) Discontinuation	 (washout)	experiment.	Adjustment	of	 the	protocol	used	 in	Chapter 4. Culture 
medium containing either inhibitor or DMSO was refreshed on day 7, 10, 13, and 16. In conditions II and III, 
inhibitor treatment was discontinued by washout and refreshing with medium that does not contain inhibitor. On 
day 21, OCs were washed away and lysed, and bone slices were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue to visualize 
bone resorption. (B) Bone	resorption	in	cultures	treated	with	2	µM	ODN	or	EM04.	Normal	(trench-forming)	bone	
resorption activity is regained after approximately 7 days (II). Discontinuation of ODN results in elevated levels of 
bone resorption relative to the DMSO control (III).
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unexpected finding considering that CysDUB–Ub-Prg adduct formation is quantitative within 
minutes (Chapter  6).7 The covalent binding mode would have been overlooked without 
direct detection of the covalent adduct (Chapter  2) 2 and kinetic evaluation (Chapter  3),5 
underlining the crucial importance of dedicated methods tailored to (ir)reversible inhibition. 
Our proof-of-concept with CatK demonstrated that a small recognition element can be 
sufficient for covalent thiovinyl adduct formation, and nonactivated terminal alkynes have 
since gained popularity as irreversible covalent warheads. Our approach of replacing a nitrile 
warhead for an isoelectric alkyne warhead has since been employed to other cysteine protease 
targets (Figure 1, Figure 3). 

Behring et al.51 report an extensive panel of dipeptide-derived alkynes and nitriles specifically 
targeting cathepsin B, S, K or L (Figure 3). The covalent binding mode was deduced from 
irreversibility in a 5-fold dilution assay and kinetic behavior instead of biophysical detection of 
the covalent protein–inhibitor adduct. Interestingly, reversible binding potency of a dipeptide 
nitrile did not necessarily translate to a potent alkyne derivative, underlining that alkyne-based 
covalent drugs would benefit from optimization of noncovalent interactions. These 
potentially covalent cathepsin dipeptide alkynes are fascinating when we consider that, in the 
original work by Ekkebus et al.3 covalency was not observed with alkyne derivatives of CatS  
inhibitor Leupeptin (a tripeptide-aldehyde) or Casp1 inhibitor Ac-YVAD-CHO (a 
tetrapeptide-aldehyde). It is possible that Leupeptin-Prg – replacing the reversible covalent 
aldehyde warhead with a propargyl derivative – may actually have had a covalent binding mode: 
Leupeptin-Prg was assumed to have a noncovalent binding mode because of its dramatic 
loss of potency in enzymatic activity assays, similar to what we observed for alkyne derivative  
EM04, which is in agreement with slow covalent thiovinyl bond formation. Tetrapeptide 
Ac-YVAD-Prg (488 Da) was also assumed to be a noncovalent inhibitor of cysteine protease 
caspase-1 (Casp1) due to its low inhibitory potency in enzymatic assays – detecting the 
combined noncovalent and covalent inhibition after a short preincubation – while covalent 
adduct of Casp1 with Cy5-IL-1β102–116-Prg peptide (having a recognition element of 1.8 kDa, 
excluding the Cy5 fluorophore) was successfully detected by in-gel fluorescence – strictly 
detecting covalent adducts. Together, this led to the incorrect assumption that the covalent 
thiol–alkyne reaction requires a relatively large recognition element, as we demonstrated with 
our covalent alkyne-based small molecule CatK inhibitors.6

Brewitz et al.52 prepared various terminal/internal alkyne derivatives of COVID-19 drug 
nirmatrelvir (Paxlovid, PF-07321332) and several other inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 main 
protease (Mpro), and made a side-by-side comparison of the IC50 of parent nitriles and their 
alkyne derivatives (Figure 3). Nirmatrelvir alkyne derivative 13 was initially found to be less 
potent than the parent nitrile, but alkyne derivatives generally retain their activity against the 
S144A mutant Mpro better than the nitriles. Ser144 is part of the oxyanion hole thus helping 
to stabilize a tetrahedral anionic intermediate, and Ser144 variations reduce nirmatrelvir 
potency, which may enable development of nirmatrelvir resistance. Protein crystallography 
provided mechanistic rational to this observation: the thioimidate nitrogen in the covalent  
Mpro–nirmatrelvir adduct is positioned in the oxyanion hole (PDB: 7TE0) whereas the terminal 
olefin carbon in the covalent Mpro–alkyne adduct is pointing away from these residues  
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(PDB: 8B2T). This observation suggests that an anionic thioimidate intermediate is stabilized 
in the oxyanion hole, whereas covalent thiol–alkyne addition does not involve a carbanion 
intermediate or is quickly protonated. 

Ngo et al. synthesized the same nirmatrelvir derivative with a nonactivated alkyne (4d), and a 
two-step ABP derivative Alk-4d.53 Furthermore, they then used a two-step ABP Alk-4i bearing 
an electron-deficient trifluoromethylated alkyne as warhead and terminal alkyne as a Click 
handle to study the residence time of nirmatrelvir, as this modification increased the reactivity 
(and reaction rate), stating the faster reactivity with this ‘latent’ electrophile is beneficial 
for SARS-CoV-2 inhibition. In agreement with our findings in Chapter 6,7 they do observe 
non-specific proteome labeling with Alk-4i, so it is debatable if the trifluoromethylated alkyne 
actually is a latent electrophile.

Together with the work in this dissertation, the recent incorporation of alkynes into other 
protease inhibitors underscore the role nonactivated alkynes may have as latent electrophiles 
in small molecule covalent drug development. Nonactivated alkynes are now not only 
incorporated by late-stage replacement of a covalent nitrile, but have also been included in 
a panel of established covalent warheads for the rational design of novel SARS-CoV-2 Mpro 
inhibitors 54-55 and covalent TKIs targeting Cys552 in FGFR4.56 It is unlikely that covalent alkynes 

Figure 3  |  Nonactivated alkynes as covalent warheads targeting the catalytic cysteine residue in small molecule 
inhibitors. Irreversible alkyne analogues were obtained by replacing the nitrile warhead by an isoelectric 
(substituted) propargyl warhead. Behring et al.51 developed cathepsin B (CatB) inhibitors with a dipeptide 
recognition element. Brewitz et al.52 replaced the nitrile warhead of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro inhibitor nirmatrelvir 
(Paxlovid, PF-07321332) with an alkyne warhead. a Detection of covalent protein–inhibitor adduct by intact 
protein MS and protein crystallography. b Biochemical IC50 after preincubation of 50 nM enzyme with inhibitor 
for 15 min.
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will be identified in covalent fragment screening – covalent fragments (<200 Da) are unlikely 
to position the alkyne in sufficient proximity to a reactive cysteine thiol to initiate covalent 
adduct formation – nor do we expect that these findings will affect the use of acetylenes as 
bioorthogonal handles, but we imagine a promising role for the alkyne warhead in rational/
structure-based covalent drug design.

2.3. The Propargylamide Warhead in Ub(l)-ABPs

Since its discovery in 2013, the propargyl (Prg or PA) warhead has been incorporated into 
numerous other Ubl-based ABPs including Rho-UFM1-Prg,57 ISG15-Prg,58 and LC3-Prg,59 
into ubiquitin variant (UbV) ABPs with specificity for USP7,60 USP16,61 or UCHL3,62 and into 
nonhydrolyzable diUb-Prg ABPs with a propargylamide warhead on the proximal C-terminus 
that bind to the protease S1-S2 sites.63 Nowadays, the covalent Prg warhead is considered the 
golden standard for cysteine-reactive Ub(l)-ABPs: the high stability in physiological conditions 
and absence of intrinsic reactivity with nontargeted thiols and noncatalytic cysteines is superior 
to any other (acid-stable) warhead.64-65 Furthermore, Ub(l)-Prg ABPs are readily obtained by 
SPPS in high purity and, contrary to Ub-VME, the Prg warhead can be installed using cheap 
and commercially available propargylamine. The superior selectivity for catalytic cysteines 
is an important feature of Ub(l)-Prg: labeling of noncatalytic cysteines in HEK293T lysate 
has not been found with HA-Ub-Prg but was identified for HA-Ub-VME and HA-Ub-VS.64 
These findings were supported in Chapter  6, where minor adduct formation was detected 
for Rho-Ub-VME and Rho-Ub-18 with catalytically inactive USP16C205A mutant but not for 
Rho-Ub-Prg. Another compelling reason to use Ub-Prg ABPs in chemoproteomic profiling 
is the improved reactivity that some CysDUB classes have toward Prg compared to VME or 
Br2, which enabled comprehensive coverage of the DUBome with HA-Ub-Prg.65 Ub(l)-Prg 
ABPs were also instrumental in crystallographic studies to solve the Ub(l)-bound structures of 
cysteine proteases as well as the HECT domain of various E3 ligases.66-67 

In Chapter  6, we incorporated substituted propargylamine derivatives into Ub-ABPs and 
discovered that compatibility with electron-donating/bulky substituents is driven by the 
individual CysDUBs. These substituted propargylamide warheads can be used in the design of 
CysDUB-selective Ub-ABPs, and our panel of propargylamine derivatives can also conveniently 
be incorporated into other Ubl-ABPs (e.g. SUMO2-Prg, ISG15-Prg) to investigate the selectivity 
(and inhibition) of the corresponding Ubl proteases. We also showed how Rho-Ub-ABPs can 
be used in quantitative FP binding assays and quantitative gel analysis to evaluate ABP potency 
in a noncompetitive manner. There is a clear need for quantitative assays to evaluate inhibitor 
potency, and we have identified several ligand binding competition assay methodologies 
where Ub-ABPs can act as (ir)reversible ligands. These methodologies are compatible with 
gel-based or MS-based detection of the enzyme–ABP adduct (Chapter 2). For application in 
high-throughput and/or homogeneous assays – without removal of unbound ABP – Ub-based 
qABPs or turn-on ABPs would be more suitable.68 For example, we predict that ABPs such as 
Ub-Prg can be used to evaluate irreversible cysteine-targeting inhibitors in a preincubation 
assay using the same concept as Method IV in Chapter 3. This ligand binding competition assay 
is theoretically compatible with CysDUBs, and this concept might also be applicable to more 
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challenging targets such as E2/E3 ligases, as long as the enzyme has a catalytic cysteine residue. 
We also foresee that Ub-ABPs may also be used in an endpoint competition assay methodology 
developed at Takeda (Figure 4).69 Using a well-characterized irreversible covalent ABP, 
irreversible covalent inhibitor potency (kinact/KI) can be determined from the dose-response of 
covalent ABP occupancy, without needing to perform detailed kinetic measurements for each 
inhibitor. This method has the best accuracy when the potency of ABP and inhibitor is within 
a few orders of magnitude: the inhibitor will not be able to form a covalent enzyme–inhibitor 
adduct if the ABP is too potent (and fully occupies the enzyme in the enzyme–ABP adduct). 
The relatively slow adduct formation of Ub-Prg with the catalytic cysteine of E2/E3 ligases 
may be compatible with this method, though we expect Ub-Prg to be too potent to use with 
CysDUBs. We foresee a role for our Ub-ABPs with a substituted propargylamide warhead that 
have a slower reaction rate (e.g. Ub-2).

2.4.	 Mechanism of Thiol–Alkyne Addition

One of the central unanswered questions in 2013 was by which mechanism the thiol–alkyne 
addition proceeds (Figure 5). In Chapter 6, we detected the covalent adduct of USP16 with 
gem-dimethylated propargyl analogue Rho-Ub-5, which could not have occurred via an 
allenic intermediate. Subsequent bottom-up MS detection of adducts with deuterated ABP 
Ub-[D2]-Prg provided conclusive evidence that the thiol–alkyne reaction does not involve an 
allenic intermediate, thereby excluding mechanism C (Figure 5C).7 

Figure 4  |  Endpoint competition assay with irreversible covalent ABPs by Miyahisa et al.69 Enzyme (E) is 
incubated with inhibitor (I) and irreversible ABP (L) until reaction completion/endpoint (t > 5t½): full covalent 
occupancy of enzyme by inhibitor (EI*) or ABP (EL*). Quantification of covalent enzyme–ABP adduct (EL*) at 
different inhibitor concentrations enables calculation of an IC50. The inhibitor kinact/KI is then calculated using 
the IC50, ABP concentration and ABP kinact/KI, thus only requiring in-depth kinetic evaluation of the ABP. 
Read-out before reaction completion is reached (t < 5t½) results in overestimation of inhibitor kinact/KI because  
enzyme–ABP adduct formation is not yet complete. 
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Radical-mediated mechanism A1 had already been excluded because thiol–yne coupling (TYC) 
generates the incorrect anti-Markovnikov-type adduct (Figure 5A). There is no conclusive 
evidence to exclude radical-initiated mechanism A2, but Markovnikov hydrothiolation of 
ynamides typically occurs via an allenic intermediate,70-71 which was excluded in Chapter 6. 
The reactions with Ub-Prg in our work were performed in strict absence of light – thiyl radicals 
degrading pharmaceutical products are primarily formed upon exposure to light 72-73 – but it 
should be noted that cysteinyl radicals have a role in redox regulation of enzyme activity, also 
in absence of light, as is utilized by specific enzyme classes (e.g. radical S-adenosylmethionine 
(SAM) enzymes, glycyl radical enzymes, and ribonucleotide reductases).74 A more compelling 
argument is the observed lack of spontaneous CysDUB reactivity with Ub probes bearing 
an allyl warhead reported by Taylor et al.75 The radical-initiated thiol–ene reaction to form a 
covalent CysDUB–ABP adduct had to be promoted by a radical initiator combined with UV 
irradiation: a higher intrinsic reactivity with the allyl warhead can be expected if spontaneous 
thiyl radical formation at the CysDUB cysteine was a common occurrence. 

The remaining mechanisms for the thiol–alkyne addition are direct nucleophilic attack with 
concerted protonation (mechanism B in Figure 5B) or a stepwise mechanism with stabilization 
of the carbanion intermediate in the protease oxyanion hole (mechanism D in Figure 5D). 
Adduct formation has been detected with cysteine proteases (e.g. CysDUBs, cathepsins, Mpro), 
which have a nucleophilic cysteine residue essential for proteolytic function that is part of a 
catalytic triad/dyad, and an oxyanion hole to stabilize an anionic (tetrahedral) intermediate,76 
which may indicate a role for the oxyanion hole in the thiol–alkyne addition (mechanism D). 
However, this is contradicted by the adduct formation with SENP1Q597A mutant.4 An alternative 
explanation is that catalytic cysteines are simply more nucleophilic – and are typically 
deprotonated by neighboring basic residues generating the reactive thiolate anion – thus 
driving the observed reactivity. Unfortunately, CysDUB adduct formation with Rho-Ub-18 
bearing electron-deficient alkyne 18 (terminal CF3) in Chapter 6 does not provide evidence 
on the mechanism of the thiol–alkyne reaction: electron-deficient alkynes have the ability to 
internally stabilize an anionic intermediate, and may have a different reaction mechanism than 
nonactivated alkynes. This is confirmed by the higher intrinsic thiol reactivity with nontargeted 
thiols such as GSH. 

The reaction mechanism impacts the possible application to other protein classes: if the 
selectivity for cysteine proteases over nontargeted thiols is due to stabilization of a carbanion 
intermediate in an oxyanion hole, then this would restrict adduct formation to (catalytic) 
cysteines in enzymes bearing an oxyanion hole. By itself, such selectivity is favored but it will 
restrict applications to catalytic protease cysteines as it will not be compatible with noncatalytic 
cysteine residues in other protein classes. Covalent adducts with alkyne derivatives 8RK57 and 
8RK58 – based on approved covalent dual EGFR/HER2 inhibitor neratinib (Nerlynx, HKI-272) 
– were not observed in Chapter 5, suggestive of a role for the oxyanion hole. However, our 
alkyne derivatives not having a covalent binding mode does not rule out mechanism B as this 
might have been an inhibitor-specific issue: identification of a single covalent kinase inhibitor 
with an nonactivated alkyne warhead would still provide conclusive evidence that the thiol–
alkyne adduct formation does not involve stabilization in an oxyanion hole. Importantly, 
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Figure 5  |  Reaction mechanisms for Markovnikov-type thiovinyl adduct formation between a catalytic cysteine 
thiol(ate) and an alkyne warhead, and reasons supporting (+) or contradicting (–) this mechanism. (A) Direct	
addition of thiyl radical to the terminal alkyne is unlikely. (B) Proximity-driven	in situ thiol–alkyne addition with 
concerted nucleophilic attack and protonation is a possible mechanism. (C) Tautomerization	 of	 the	 terminal	
alkyne moiety to a thiol-reactive allenimide intermediate at the enzyme active site prior to nucleophilic (top) 
or radical (bottom) addition has been excluded. (D) Stepwise	enzyme-templated	thiol(ate)–alkyne	addition	via 
stabilization of a secondary carbanion intermediate in the enzyme oxyanion hole is a possible mechanism.
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a concerted reaction (mechanism B) does not necessarily mean that the in situ thiol–alkyne 
addition is compatible with noncatalytic cysteines: a histidine or another basic moiety in the 
vicinity of the cysteine may be required for concerted protonation, although adduct formation 
of SUMO2-Prg with SENP1H533A suggests otherwise (Chapter 1).4

In section 2.2 we already noticed that the terminal olefin carbon in crystal structures of 
covalently bound alkynes was pointing away from residues in the oxyanion hole,52 which is 
suggestive of concerted mechanism B (Figure 5B). MD-based analysis by Endres et al.77 
of the EM07–CatK structure suggests that the alkyne is positioned outside of the binding 
pocket. The likeliness of a concerted versus stepwise reaction mechanism has further been 
investigated by computational modelling. Dos Santos and co-workers employed (QM/MM) 
molecular dynamics reaction simulations to characterize the covalent reaction of CatK with 
nitrile ODN and alkyne derivatives EM04, EM05 and EM06 at an atomic level.78 The crystal 
structure of the covalent CatK–EM07 adduct (PDB: 6QBS) was used as a starting point to build 
the computational models of the inhibitors in an enzymatic environment. Free-energy profiles 
of reaction with nitriles and alkynes showed that nucleophilic thiolate attack by catalytic Cys25 
occurs in a concerted manner with proton transfer by the catalytic His162, supporting the 
in situ thiol–alkyne addition of mechanism B. The existence of an anionic intermediate could 
not be excluded for activated bromoalkyne EM06 but was deemed unlikely for ODN, EM04, 
and EM05. By comparison, (QM/MM) molecular dynamics reaction simulations of covalent 
adduct formation between ibrutinib and BTK Cys481 suggest a stepwise mechanism, initiated 
by direct proton transfer from Cys481 to the acrylamide warhead.79 However, as with most 
computational models, 80-81 potentially stabilizing interactions with Gln19 and other residues 
in the CatK oxyanion hole were disregarded.82 It is therefore not possible to definitively exclude 
mechanism D based on these computational results. 

Altogether, the currently available data strongly indicates that nucleophilic attack on the 
alkyne, in a concerted or stepwise manner, is the most likely mechanism for the in situ  
thiol–alkyne reaction. Regardless of the mechanism, future efforts to unlock the full potential 
of the nonactivated alkyne as a latent electrophile in covalent drug development should focus 
on the development of nonactivated alkyne-based kinase inhibitors.

“And they lived happily ever after”
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